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Current state of flying hardware
• Most hardware and equipment fly up in
foam packing
• NASA currently uses 4 different kinds of
foam to protect hardware
• Zotec, Pyrell, Plastazote, minicel
• These have different densities and
vibration absorption characteristics as well
as being non-flammable.
• They are easy to cut into specific shapes
and form around the objects.
• They inhibit air flow

Problem:
• Foot ball helmets

• In the same way that football helmets protect a head from abrasion and damage to
the skull, NASA CTBs and foam have been protecting hardware for many years.
However, it has come to light that football helmets allow the brain to slosh when the
head is hit by sharp forces.
• Similarly for sensitive soft payloads, CTBs and foam may not always protect the soft
internal cargo
• Consider the “kick” that occurs when a rocket goes from first stage to the second
stage—kind of like a helmet hitting a wall
• Consider how paint is mixed at the store when you buy it.
• Consider what happens to jell-o if it is shaken vigorously for several minutes
• Consider how the damage to soft tissue samples or sensitive equipment might
benefit by having more room to absorb shock or vibration during launch and return
from orbit.

• NASA needs a method for launching Vibration sensitive hardware beyond
the abilities of foam’s absorption abilities.

Soft tissue and sensitive payloads
• Fertilized eggs (chicken, lizards, or other) would be
interesting to observe development in zero g but
would probably be turned into scrambled eggs
through the launch process even though the shell
may still be intact.
• Soft tissue (liver, pancreas, cartilage,…)can grow
into any desired shape on orbit but if it is vibrated
too much on the way up or down from the station,
the tissue could be killed off.
• An ant farm or other insect construction would be
interesting to observe on orbit but vibrations on
the way up would ruin any natural particulate (dirt)
structure and bury the ants, killing them. They also
need air and can’t be packed in foam like a
computer.
• Equipment for experiments like that for the
mirangoni effect in the JAXA module are very
vibration sensitive equipment similar to a
seismograph. Hardening them for launch
vibrations can be cost prohibitive or mechanically
difficult

Potential solution
• HUNCH suggests that sensitive hardware
and payloads could be launched in a
system with passive shock absorption and
vibration isolation similar to that used on
the exercise equipment on the ISS--ARED,
T-2 and CVIS--already used on station.
• This would utilize an ISS Locker where
some of the internal volume would be
taken up by motion dampening materials.
The first prototype will be designed for a
single stowage locker but subsequent
development could include similar
equipment for a double locker.

General constraints
• Fit into a single stowage locker for launch or landing
• The object to be launched may be as massive 15kg with a volume as large as 300mm x 260mm
x 190mm.
• Easy to open, close and lock
• Allows for decompression of the launch vehicle without expansion (not sealed)
• Re-useable
• Flight appropriate materials—not flammable, no off-gassing—probably aluminum
• Can be packed into the vehicle in any orientation
Things to consider
• If the constraint is to fit inside a single stowage locker, then this box doesn’t have to be very
strong. It could be made of a light weight aluminum sheet metal.
• It should have a minimum of 2 inches in all directions for movement inside the single stowage
locker.
• May be valuable to use more than one type of isolator. Different types of springs and
sorbothane, bungee….
• May need some kind of dampeners for springs.
• Could be altered to handle different masses inside the box (add or subtract springs according to
needs)
• Later designs might be to fit inside a double locker

Extreme Science Program
• The first inspiration for this came from the HUNCH
Extreme Science program by students at Council
Rock High School South in Holland PA who were
flying a fertilized chicken egg and needed a way to
protect the egg through the vibrations of the
flight.
• Since then, many schools from across the country
have taken the challenge of making a box that
could minimize the launch and landing vibrations.
• Many groups have done some of their own testing
by using vibration equipment at their schools, by
making their own vibration equipment or by
getting professional help from Goddard SFC, Ball
Aerospace or Space-X.

Many terrific ideas have been built and tested
Students learned lots of career building skills including but not limited
to CAD, welding, riveting, sheet metal work, material analysis,
vibrational testing, presentation of their ideas and product, team
coordination.
Each of these students is able to put something on their resume
describing the process of how they were developing hardware and
selling their ideas for NASA.

Glenelg High School visiting Goddard for testing their prototype

Sheet metal welding and
Leaf Springs, New Jersey

Bungee isolation system Colorado

Leaf springs and rubber tubing
Colorado

Variable tension bungee system

Shock absorbers
Fairport, New York

Simple Velcro latch, Texas

Purple squishy blocks and riveting
Clear Springs Texas

Compression coil springs New Jersey

Narrowing down the design—Tension vs Compression
• Student designs included compression springs, tension springs, leaf springs, bungee cords,
air bags, shocks from RC cars, purple squishy, sorbothane, rubber bands, surgical tubing,
gyro scopes…and many more. Some used commercial off the shelf ideas and some use
unique ideas of their own. Each of the ideas had merit and helped point HUNCH in a
direction toward a final design. All of the teams and the schools should be proud of their
contribution to developing a vibration isolation box for the ISS.
• Although bungees and tension springs may be great ideas for reducing vibration and
absorbing energy. Both would require some kind of attachment to the ISS locker which
would change the integrity of the locker or would require an inserted structure which
would add mass and decrease the space available for the isolation box. These ideas are
good and may be revisited in the future but right now we’ll see what we can do with some
of the other options.

Design Plan
• The vibration isolation box will slip into an existing
ISS Stowage Locker and only attach by friction to the
inside of the locker. We can not alter the ISS Locker
and keep its certification.
• Since the ISS Stowage locker will not be altered, it
will still be able to handle all the normal launch
loads. This implies the vibration isolation box can be
light weight sheet metal design--.080” thick material.
4 main pieces riveted together similar to the ISS
Locker. The door will be hinged and held closed by a
Velcro strap (the main holding force of the door will
be the ISS locker door.
• The isolation box will be separated from the ISS
Locker by about 2.5” in each direction to allow for
extra motion absorption.
• This will leave a volume about 5” x 12” x 14” for the
isolation box and have the similar hexagonal shape
as the ISS Locker.
• A combination of rubbery isolating materials like
sorbothane and wire rope springs will be tested for
use between the spaces. COTS shock absorbers from
remote control cars are also of interest.
• Seat track will be attached to the angled corners of
the isolation box. This is the stronger portions of the
box and will allow for multiple placements of the
vibration isolators(springs, shock absorbers…). Seat
track will also be placed diagonally across the front
and back sides of the isolation box.

Shock absorber for RC car

Vibration isolation box
inside ISS Locker

Purple squishy
or sorbothane
Isolators on open door
Wire rope
isolators

Putting it all together
• Design students worked over the summer with NASA
engineers to pull many of the numerous HUNCH student ideas
from the previous year into a single design that could be built
by NASA sheet metal specialists into a prototype. This
prototype is intended to be close enough to flight hardware
that engineers will be able to evaluate all values relevant to
launch loads for both the payloads it could take and for the
vehicle it may ride in. This testing may reveal weaknesses
that need to be addressed and may require further design
refinements but there is confidence that we are going in a
very good direction.
• Materials have been purchased including sheet aluminum,
solid rivets, wire rope springs, sorbothane sheets, stainless
steel hinge. Shortly after time is available for the specialists to
take up the sheet metal work, we should have a prototype
that represents the many great HUNCH ideas.
• Making hardware to fly for the Space Station takes very
specific requirements. Once the details of the final design
construction have been decided on, HUNCH will incorporate
the changes into the design and make a flight unit.
• To build multiple flight units HUNCH will work with schools
that are proficient in sheet metal work to make multiple flight
units for the experiments that need
• We are also anticipating modifying the final design to work in
an ISS Double locker but that is further down line.

